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Intro: What is an Unfunded Pension Liability?
•

The City’s employee benefits package includes two main retirement benefits:
–
–
–

•

A Pension which is determined by the employee’s final salary and number of years worked; normally this replaces
Social Security benefits
Retiree Medical benefits which supplement Medicare – jargon is “OPEB” which stands for “Other Post
Employment Benefits”
These commitments are contractual obligations which must be paid

In order to pay these future benefits, we save money, which is invested in a pension fund
–
–

Conceptually like saving money today to pay for your kids’ future college expenses
Accounting: the money which must be set aside each year is properly recognized as an Operating Expense, since
it is a cost of doing business each year
•

•

Key Accounting point: the correct Expense is the amount of money which must be saved, not which actually is saved

Even if we don’t save enough money, we still have to pay the full benefit in the future
–
–

Any amount of extra money we will need is the Unfunded Liability
Sometimes called “Unfunded Actuarial Liability” – UAL – since it involves “actuarial” statistical factors such as
expected lifespans, expected employee retirement ages, etc.

•

For simplicity, this discussion will be mostly about the Pension part; the OPEB part is similar, but smaller.

•

History: under the Gray Davis administration, a deal was made wherein nearly all public agencies in
California agreed to much more generous pension benefits with their employees, without increasing
their pension savings
–

The result was the development, over the last 17 years, of very large unfunded pension liabilities for nearly all
State agencies – cities, counties, public school districts …

Palo Alto has the 6th-Highest Pension Liability in CA
• Palo Alto has the sixth-highest unfunded
Pension liability per-household in California
(pensiontracker.org, 2015)

• As of June 2016, this liability was $509M *
– Two years’ growth at 7%/yr implies $583M today
– Unfunded Medical liability adds ~$150M

• Palo Alto total “UAL” – Unfunded Actuarial
Liability today = $700-750M

Source: pensiontracker.org

What Does This Mean for Palo Altans?
• Our annual Debt Payment has reached 8% of our General Fund = $17M /yr
on the $509M pension liability (not including Medical)
-

Crowds out $17M/yr of services: Fire, Police, Community Svcs, bike lanes …

• This payment is growing 17%/yr – by far the city’s fastest-growing expense
-

The payment will be $35-40 million/yr in five years – plus Medical

* Source: City of Palo Alto Finance Dept, Q1 2018, based on a 6.2% investment ROI
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There are Two Pension Payments to Watch
1.
The Annual
Payment required
by CalPERS towards
paying off the
existing $509M
unfunded liability

2.
The payroll cost of the
current year’s new
pension benefits for
current employees
(also paid to CalPERS)*

This is the payment cities
mostly mean re CalPERS
“reducing discount rate”
and rising pension costs

This number is buried inside
standard wage-and-benefit
cost reporting – a basic city
operating expense

Neither payment is large enough to do what it is supposed to
• The Unfunded Liability payment (1) isn’t enough to pay down the liability (which is
fundamentally why CalPERS keeps raising the payment) because:
a. The Unfunded Liability is larger then CalPERS says it is; and

* Jargon: the “Normal Cost”
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There are Two Pension Payments to Watch
1.
The Annual
Payment required
by CalPERS towards
paying off the
existing $509M
unfunded liability

2.
The payroll cost of the
current year’s new
pension benefits for
current employees
(also paid to CalPERS)*

This is the payment cities
mostly mean re CalPERS
“reducing discount rate”
and rising pension costs

This number is buried inside
standard wage-and-benefit
cost reporting – a basic city
operating expense

Extra “this year’s
payroll expense” not
reported (or paid)

Neither payment is large enough to do what it is supposed to
• The Unfunded Liability payment (1) isn’t enough to pay down the liability (which is
fundamentally why CalPERS keeps raising the payment) because:
a. The Unfunded Liability is larger then CalPERS says it is; and
b. The current pension payroll cost (2)* isn’t enough to cover the full cost of the
pension commitment for the year, so the total unfunded liability keeps growing
* Jargon: the “Normal Cost”
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How Can this Be, if Our Budget Always Balances?
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Source: City of Palo Alto Financial Statements
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… then where does a Huge Deficit in 15 years come from !?
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A: Because the Budget does not completely balance. Close, but not quite.
The City slightly understates annual pension costs for each employee, so our official
payroll expenses are really higher than we report.
This is because our pension fund investment returns are overestimated. If your
investments earn less, you need to invest more to cover the same obligation.
* Palo Alto has other funds besides its General Fund, primarily because we run our own Utilities
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Palo Alto Pension Costs are Calculated by CalPERS
CalPERS = California Public Employees Retirement System
State Agency which manages all City’s pension activities – accounts, investments etc
Reports to
Residents

City of Palo Alto
Budget
Other
Expenses

CalPERS calculates our
pension costs

Reports to
State
Legislature

CalPERS
All Pension Bookkeeping

Pension
cost

Wages/
Benefits

Pension Fund
Contributions

Projected
ROI

Invest Pension Fund

Distribute Pension Checks
Employee Contracts
incl. Pension Commit.

Public Employees

Retirees

• Pension costs depend on projected portfolio investment returns; higher ROI = lower cost
• Tension: if costs underestimated, more City Budget appears available for other things
o Employee wages and benefits, more City services, more employees …
o But “extra budget” is not really available, since any shortfall must eventually be paid by City only
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How Big is the Annual Cost Underestimate?
•

We did an independent actuarial analysis to find
out – focused on annual payroll cost, not just UAL

•

The “extra” payroll amount depends on difference
between what ROI CalPERS says they will earn,
and what they will really earn
– CalPERS’ independent analyst*: 6.2% /yr
(Wilshire Associates, Nov-2016)

– CalPERS says: 7.37% going to 7.0% (2020)
•

How big a difference is this in Palo Alto?
–

From 7.37% to 6.2%
• Need another 6.1-8.5% of total payroll
expense = ~$10M

–

From 7.0% to 6.2%
• Need another 3.2-4.4% of total payroll

Source: City of Palo Alto Actuarial Study for Finance Committee 2H 2017
ROI assumption 6.2%/yr
Note Pension only; OPEB difference not included

Annual pension costs currently understated by 16-30%
because of ROI overstatement

expense = ~$6M

This difference is basically borrowed – added to the UAL where it accrues interest at ~7%/yr
A Large debt is produced by a series of annual Small debts, each compounding over decades
* A number of credible analysts have estimated returns below 6% over the next few decades
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Why Does $6M Matter in a $200M Budget?
•

Because it compounds over time

•

Simple explanation:* each year’s $6M gap collects interest at 7% per year

•

Compounded at 7% over years, annual $6M gaps add up to hundreds of millions of dollars
• This year’s $6M compounded at 7% over 20 years = $23M
• Next year’s $6M compounded at 7% over 19 years = $21.7M

S

= $$$$$

• The following year’s $6M compounded at 7% over 18 years = $20.3M
• Etc

* Slightly more accurate but more complex explanation:
•

It involves the exact definition of UAL (“Unfunded Actuarial Liability”). The way UAL is defined and calculated,
it increases by the “discount rate” (which CalPERS uses interchangeably with ROI**) any year that it isn’t paid
off, as follows:

•

Suppose FVL is the amount owed n years in the future, d is the discount rate and ROI rate, and PVA is the
present value of our pension asset (fund). If UAL is the unfunded liability, then:
–

•

This year:
UAL0
In one year: UAL1

= FVL / (1+d)^n – PVA (the present value of total liability, minus present value of assets)
= FVL / (1+d)^(n-1) – PVA(1+d)
= [1+d] * [FVL / (1+d)^n] – PVA(1+d)
= [1+d] * [FVL / (1+d)^n – PVA]
= [1+d] * UAL0

This is important: it means each year the UAL is not zero (ie paid off), it increases by the discount rate. Even if
CalPERS hits its investment target d, the UAL still grows. So once you get behind, it is very hard to catch up.

** There is considerable academic debate over the correct value of “discount rate" and its relation to expected asset ROI
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What This Means for Agencies
• In practice, every CalPERS/CalSTRS agency in California continues to add new
unfunded pension debt each year
– Amount of new debt each year =~ 4-8% of annual payroll expense
• Exact amount depends on what ROI projection your agency currently uses

• Over time the total UAL and the Annual Liability
Payment are going to grow
– Need new revenue sources, or else service cuts, or both

• How long and how big will they grow?
– Depends on how long new debt continues to be added

• Statewide outlook
– Palo Alto’s unfunded liabilities are in the hundreds of millions; California’s unfunded liabilities are
in the hundreds of billions
– State services already being crowded out; over time, even employee pensions are at risk too
• Unfunded pension/OPEB liabilities have already factored in municipal bankruptcies in California
• An eventual State Bailout likely even more painful to all parties than taking action now
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Palo Alto 2017-18 Pension-Accounting Reform

The First Rule of Holes

• You cannot get out of debt while you are still adding
on new debt
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Our Approach
1. Target the new debt first
– Recalculate annual pension expense
using a realistic investment ROI
(ie calculate the annual gap explicitly)

City of Palo Alto
•
•

Used 6.2% ROI
FY2019 Gen. Fund pension gap $8M

•
•

Actuarial analysis by Bartel Associates
Also deploying GovInvest actuarial
software in COPA Finance Dept

•

• Long-term implications for cost-sharing
between stakeholders

Directed City Manager to find structural
cuts for half the gap ($4M) in FY2019
- Expect seek the other half next year

•

Expectation is to use our Sec 115 Trust
for the savings
- Allows investment at market rates

2. Then develop a plan to amortize
the existing debt

•
•

Future initiative
Also need expand to “OPEB” (retiree
medical) and beyond General Fund
(Utilities …)

• Requires actuarial analysis
• Income Statement issue, not Balance
Sheet (“Statement of Position”)

– Cut structural operating expenses
accordingly, and invest the difference
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Palo Alto 2017-18 – Triage First
• You cannot get out of debt while you are still adding on new debt
– Each year’s budget must really balance, before we can solve the “$509M
problem”

• City of Palo Alto reform of 2017-18
1.

Recalculate pension finances independently of CalPERS, using realistic
investment-return rates – done

2.

Focus on the Income Statement, not just the Balance Sheet – done
– The root problem is systematically underestimated operating expenses,
compounded over years or decades

3.

Cut operating expenses accordingly, and save the difference – partial
– Presumably in our Section 115 Trust

• Future: develop a plan to amortize the existing debt
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Implications for Palo Alto
• This number will continue to
rise for some period of time
– UAL1 = UAL0 (1+d)
– City finances will continue
to be slowly but steadily
squeezed

• By moving to fund our full
annual pension costs now, we
can contain how far it rises

Next
Steps

• Find the remaining structural savings in the General Fund
• Extend scope from General Fund to other city funds and to
OPEB liability
• Develop the Amortization Plan
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Thank You

How Did CalPERS Get it Wrong for So Long?
Jeremy Bulow, Stanford GSB – Sept 2017

CalPERS Projected returns followed
riskless asset return rates up …

… but not back down
(their Actual returns did fall, but not Projected returns)
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Wasn’t PEPRA Supposed to Solve This?
• Yes, but …
• PEPRA
– New lower pension plans for new employees
– 50-50 cost sharing of annual payroll cost (“Normal Cost”)

• But:
– Annual payroll costs still calculated at CalPERS’ overstated
ROI of 7-7.5%/yr
– So even PEPRA plans still adding new unfunded pension
debt
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